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Abstract— Visual analysis is concerned with detection and
analysis of a target object in a sequential stream of images.
While many algorithms are successful to detect objects
effectively in controlled environments, they get bugged with
the variations of the object’s appearance or with the
surrounding change. It happens as the existing algorithms
employ fixed appearance surroundings for the objects. Such
systems are trained using appearance of the data available
before the surveillance begins, which limits the range of
modeling, and ignores a large area of information (eg: shape
change or lighting conditions) which becomes dynamically
effective during surveillance. Traffic-video- surveillance
system that incrementally learns a subspace representation,
with accordance to  the changes in  the appearance of the
target. The proposed system is decomposed into two
independent sub-problems. The first problem is to detect
foreground objects on a frame-by-frame basis. It is done by
labeling each concerned pixel in the image frame as object
foreground or object background. The second is the coupling
of object observations at different points in an inter-related
sequence to extract the moving object's trajectory.

Key Words— Visual analysis, dynamically effective during
surveillance, Traffic-video- surveillance system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proposed system is concerned with the task of traffic
video surveillance.   For a sequence of image sequence
from a stationary camera, it is desired to detect and track
foreground objects moving through the location as shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Object detection by video surveillance

The appearance of a target object may change
drastically due to intrinsic and extrinsic Factors.

Therefore, to produce a robust tracker, it is important to
adapt the appearance model online, while tracking, to
reflect these changes. The appearance model we have
chosen, an Eigen basis, is typically learned offline from a

set of training images {I1. . . In}, by taking computing the
eigenvectors U of the sample
Covariance matrix

Where
Is the sample mean of the training images. Equivalently

one can obtain U by computing the singular value
decomposition

Of the centered data matrix

with columns equal to the respective training images
minus their mean.

Two of the vertices which are connected by any edge
are considered as probabilistically dependent on one-
another, and those not connected can be considered totally
independent. Most important to conclude is that its
efficiency at runtime is , where M is the number
of triangles in the graph and N is the number of point
features we need to evaluate. Thus, for efficiency reasons,
it  is in our best of work to keep the number of point
features in each evaluation to a minimum extend.

So, to reduce this number of point features for each
model evaluation may require the supervision of
intelligence to choose them. It would be not possible to
exactly find the point motion into the entire sequence, and
provide all resulting features to the project model in a
single evaluation.

Firstly, the number of features will be huge enough,
giving regressive performance. Secondly, it may be
supplied with  a large number of extreme point features,
like those which are part of such background. In order to
avoid wasting time on the background, we can use image
segmentation to discriminate foreground sections of the
scene from the background. Image segmentation is the
action of any algorithm that separates regions of an image
so that they resembles the set of human nature of
perceiving. While we are interested in motion,  a natural
approach is the fragmentation of those parts of the image
that are moving relative to the background.

II. SEGMENTATION OF CAPTURED IMAGES

Our main aim in image segmentation is to separate
background regions of the image from their parts of
motion which are of interest for video surveillance based
traffic monitoring system. In this project, we m just
assume that the background will remain  stationary. This
assumption desires that the camera be fixed and that
lighting does not fluctuate suddenly. It is possible to reach
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accurate image segmentation without this assumption, but
such accuracy would require more computationally
expensive algorithms. Given our assumption, the
algorithm of choice is background subtraction, where we
compute a model of the image background with time. For
any given frame of video, we can easily subtract this
background image from it. Pixels with a result around zero
are taken as background and those with a larger result are
taken as foreground. Thus, if we have the model of the
background image, this algorithm is simple, efficient, fast
and easy to implement.

Acquiring the background model, in real, is more
complicated. The most manageable approach would be to
simply set up the camera, just set the scene of any moving
objects, and takes  a snapshot. Although this approach is
simple, and impractical in real scenes because background
can be changed over time, it can be difficult to empty a
scene, lighting can change anytime, and the camera
position can be revert. A more practical approach is one
that can be adapted to a slow changing background in real-
time, which we will describe now.

Let us consider a value of time-varying pixel at a given
position say (x, y) of a extracted gray scale video
sequence.We have to evaluate this given value as Vx,y(t).
We can treat the value as a random process of variable
Xt,

 In the resulting difference image, any value more than
three standard deviations from The mean is taken
foreground, and other values are considered
background.

The algorithm is too computationally rigorous for real-
time use, especially the way of fitting K Gaussians to the
data for each pixel and for every frame. For simplification,
the background image itself needed only be recomputed
after every N frames. Thus, for most time steps, values of
each pixel are simply taken and   stored for further
processing requires once every N frames. The drawback of
this method is some lag time before  the background can
adapt to new motionless objects.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL

Taken as a sequence of observations Y and
corresponding sequence of states X, we built up a model
of the conditional for distribution of X given Y. The model
combines a set of dynamics features like fj(xt−1, xt) for j =
1, . . . , J, and observation features gk(xt,Y) for
k  = 1, . . . ,K. The basic model then combines these
structures to provide a description of the qualified
distribution:

Xt = Vx,y(t).
Now, suppose we can model the probability of

observing the current pixel value as a mixture
of K Gaussian distributions. This probability is,

where i, t is an approximation of the weight of the i
Gaussian, and n is the assessment of a standard Gaussian
with mean μi, t and covariance matrix ∑(i,t):

Since the background is assumed to be static, the value
of pixels which are part of the background can be signified
by one or more Gaussians with a small variance due to
image noise single only. For more Gaussian there is a
possibility for bimodal scenes such a trees swaying in the
wind or a flashing light on camera. Furthermore,  in most
scenes, the background will be noticeable easier than
foreground at any given pixel, so the Gaussian with the
largest weight is likely the background here.

These ideas now enable the following approach to
background subtraction:

 For each and every pixel in a frame of video:
 Consider the last N values taken by the pixels.
 Find the all K Gaussians and weights which best

fit   into the sample of N values using an
Algorithm such as K-Means or Belief
Maximization (EM).

 Take the Gaussian with the largest weight and
store its mean as  the value of the background
image for the pixel.

 Subtract all the background images out of the
frame.

In our model, both the dynamics and observation
features can be taken as functions that shows the state xt.
That is, associated with each dynamics feature fj(xt−1, xt)
Is a function øj(xt−1), which predicts the state at time t
given the state at time t − 1.

Each fj then figures the distance between xt and its
predicted value øj(xt−1), which can be scaled by a learned
parameter αj . Similarly, each observation feature k(xt,Y)
has an allied function ¥k(Y, t), envisaging xt from
observations, and a scaling limitation βk:

The range of possible functions øj() and ¥() is broad,
including any off-the-shelf Method of expecting  the state
from other states or observations. In this work we will
restrict our attention to  linear functions for the
undercurrents:

øj(xt−1) = Tjxt−1 + dj .
For instance, in describing the motion of object in two

dimensions, xt included a pair of components for its
location, velocity, and quickening, and (Tj , dj) could
correspond to constant-velocity and no acceleration, or
constant acceleration. On counting a large number of
features, at any given time, some of them give very poor
predictions, and their contributions  should be ignored. All
this problem can be addressed by making the set of
features supple: at each time-step features can be turned
off (meaning that their prediction will not be included in
the state evaluation) based on their inferred relevance.
This is skillful through the considering all of hidden
binary switch variables, ujt and vkt, one for each feature at
each time-step. Procurement of an accurate estimate of the
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state is highly dependent on suitably setting the switches,
to only comprise the pertinent features in the state
representation. single information potentially relevant to
defining the switches involves evaluating the covenant
between the feature estimates; intuitively a feature making
a very conflicting prediction will be switched off. Often,
there is additional information available in the
observations to suggest which dynamics/observation
features might be relevant. This real information is
captured by including learned potential functions for evey
switchs, Fj and Gk, which can be again off-the-shelf
classifiers, trained discriminatively in the similar
framework. Putting altogether, we attain at the following
log-probability of X given Y:

Here Z(Y) is the distribution’s controlling function, or
partition function. The notation making in this equation is
detailed in Table 3.1, and the equivalent factor graph.
Fundamentally, the log probability of the state sequence X
is given the observation sequence    Y in a linear
combination of four likelihood potentials. The subtleties
features, fj(xt−1, xt), each assess the probability that the
state starts at xt−1 at time t−1 and moves to xt at time t.
Similarly, the observation features, gk(xt,Y), each assess
the probability that the state at time t  is xt, taken the
collection of remarks Y. Finally the switch potential Fj(Y,
t) assess the probability that undercurrents feature fj is
showing an accurate estimate for the transition from time t
− 1 to time t, and Gk(Y, t) and the observation feature gk
is giving a reliable evaluation at time t. note that since the
switches are concealed, where we integrate over our
uncertainty for the switches we successfully get a mixture-
of-Gaussian calculation for the latter  state distribution at
time t, which permit us to simply capture multimodality.
Further, during inference, the posterior distribution over
switches can capture the probability that a assumed feature
is going to be of use at that point in the order. The non-
switching or “non-flexible” version of this model—where
ujt and vkt are fixed constant—is an exciting special case.
Because the dynamics and observation features are
quadratic in X, the resulting conditional    supply is
Gaussian. This gives some advantages: exact inference,
partition function, and gradient computations will be done
efficiently, and   learning (with respect to αj and βj)
converts a convex problem. Virtually, though, there are
two considerable drawbacks. First, because the Gaussian is
unimodal, the resulting state distribution will be unimodal
at all time steps; this can lead to an inability to recover
from errors in the state prediction. Second, the calculation
is no longer robust, which means that only dynamic
features which are all instantaneously applicable can be
included, and observation features must be always correct.

Fig. 2. Factor graph of the model for two time-steps

Once the trajectories originated from one rigid object (or
equivalently, the scene is constant and only the camera
moves), Tomasi and Kanade (1992) have shown that
structure and motion can recovered by using the singular
value decomposition (SVD) to get the low-rank
factorization of the medium of feature point trajectories.
Presume we are given a matrix W where each column
holds the x and y image coordinates of one of the observed
points, at all time frames. Thus, given P points and F
frames, the size of W is 2F × P (or 3F × P for three-
dimensional observations).Considering the generative
process that shaped the observations (and discounting
noise), W is the product of a motion matrix and a structure
matrix, W = MS, for both of which are rank 4. The
structure S is a 4 × P matrix containing the time invariant
(homogeneous) 3D coordinates of the marks. At each
frame f, the observations are produced by applying a rigid-
body motion—a rotation Rf and a translation tf—to S, and
prominent the marks onto the image plane:

Hereafter, M is molded by piling the chief two rows of
each of these F motion matrices. Commencing W, M and
S can be mended by taking the odd value decomposition:

Recovering  structure and motion when the act contains
multiple objects moving self-sufficiently is more thought-
provoking. Consider the case in which    the point
trajectories arise from two independent inflexible objects.
If the columns of all points from object 1 come first, and
the points from object 2 come second, the low-rank
factorization can be inscribed as follows:

So the ranks of the motion and structure matrices (and
hence, of W) have Amplified to 8, or 4 times the number
of objects. If the grouping of point trajectories into objects
was known, the structure and motion of each object, Mi

and Si, could be recovered independently. The problem
now becomes how to group the points. The solution
involves considering what they term the shape-interaction
matrix, Q = VVT. When the columns of W are correctly
Organized, Q assumes a distinctive block-diagonal
structure:
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where V and VT ascend from the SVD of W. Qi,j is

nonzero if points i and j are part of the same rigid object,
and  0 otherwise. The shape-interaction matrix gives the
plus of existence invariant to object motion, image
balance, and high-quality of match system.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE BASED TRAFFIC MONITORING

SYSTEM

The practical details of how each algorithm is
implemented and how they come together to form a
complete system.

Fig. 3. The Procedure of Complete System

Our application of background removal follows the
humble procedure. Throughout the period between model
generations, figures for the background are collected from
every frame and are incrementally processed. When 240
frames have been reached, a fresh background ideal is
calculated for usage preceding the next 240 frames.
Besides, subsequently consecutive frames incline to be
very alike, only every fourth frame is recycled for
statistics gathering. Another interpretation which increases
rapidity is to only achieve background deduction on a sub-
sampled variety of every image. Therefore, a 640 pixel by
480 pixel image can remain re-scaled to a firmness of 160
by 120, a subdivision of the linear magnitudes.

Fig. 4. Background Deduction

Since this image is one sixteenth of the total, the
processing time for background subtraction is also one
sixteenth of the original time.

Background subtraction in terms of three basic ways :
• Background Update, which is run one time for every 4
frames, gathers statistics for the background.
• Model Generation, which is run once every 240 frames,
computes the background image from the statistics which
have been gathered during the Background Update time.
• Background Subtraction, which generates a foreground
mask for every single frame. This way is simply
performed by subtracting the background image from the
current frame, taking the absolute value of the difference,
and thresholding it with the value of three standard
deviations of the average image noise.

As discussed in the approach, we made a set of Gaussians
for all pixel of the background. Each Gaussian has a mean,
variance, and weight. To simplify, the variance is taken to
be fixed, similar to the variance of the image noise. After
each Model Generation phase, these Gaussians are reboot
to their uninitialized state so that they may produce from
the Background Update phases. In our algorithm, the
weight of a Gaussian is simply similar to the number of
frames from where the pixel has taken a value within three
standard deviations of that Gaussian’s mean.  Further, we
keep track of the sum of these pixel values, so that the
Gaussian’s mean is simply sum divided by the number of
frames. Also, each pixel has exactly five Gaussians
associated with it to simplify data structures. The
processes of updating each pixel during the Background
Update phase are:

 Compute the mean of each of the five Gaussians
by dividing each sum by each of the frame count
(weight).

 If the current pixel value is upto three standard
deviations of any of the five means, deviate that
Gaussian’s weight by 1 and add the current value
to its sum.

V. CONCLUSION

This background subtraction algorithm is simply
changed to color images by applying the procedure
separately to each of the red, blue, and green channels. If
any of the three channels is found to be foreground for a
given pixel, the whole pixel is marked as foreground.
After background subtraction is complete, the dilate
operation is applied two times to the foreground phase. On
the other hand to measure accuracy, we developed a
procedure to explain the ground truth of a video sequence.
Ground truth refers to the actual presence of video
surveillance based traffic monitoring system. Once this
ground truth is known for a sequence, the performance of
our system in detecting video surveillance based traffic
monitoring system can be evaluated. In our interface,
ground truth is explained by running the detector on a pre-
recorded video sequel and manually labeling all frames.
The background subtracted will find coordinating regions
of all frame that show motion of video surveillance based
traffic monitoring system. Each of these regions is
manually marked as either video or non- video. In order to
update the process, the operator simply corrects any error
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the detector makes rather than marking evey single object .
If the system fails to detect video surveillance based
traffic, the operator clicks the mouse on that region to
indicate the mistake. Likewise, if the system falsely
detects a video where there is none, the operator clicks at
that location too. Frames that contain unclear objects can
be specially marked so that they are not included in the
accuracy statistics. For example, if a video is only half-
visible at the superiority of a frame, the decision between
video and non- video would be meaningless. Once this
procedure is over for a sequel, the software will output a
file that found the ground truth for each frame. This file
can then be used by the software to evaluate its own
exactness.

Fig. 5. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curve

A useful tool for the picturization of these results is the
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. Since the
system generates a numerical probability for evey video
object in the scene, there is no clear cut boundary between
what should be  interpreted as video surveillance based
traffic monitoring system and what should be interpreted
as non- video surveillance    based traffic monitoring
system. In order to make such a distinction, a cut-off edge
must be chosen for the possible values. A ROC curve
shows the rate of precise detection versus the rate of
incorrect detection for any choice of blink.
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